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Using Chatbots To 
Boost Conversions 

And Reduce 
Abandonment

The Differences Between Shopper 
and Customer Support 



Ecommerce stores suffer from 
an abysmal average store 

conversion rate hovering in the 
2-4% range.1

First, let’s take a step back and explain the evolution of the 
platform.

According to a recent Walker report, customer experience will 
overtake both price and product as the main differentiator between 
competitors by 2020.2

It’s no secret that expectations have risen when it comes to 
support.  Shoppers have grown accustomed to living in an 
on-demand world fueled by technology and companies like 
Amazon.  They expect fast, convenient, accurate, and useful 
support.  Meeting these expectations is key to success.

After analyzing the ebb and flow of thousands of 
eCommerce stores, we’ve refined the Gobot platform 

to specifically address conversion pitfalls.  In this 
playbook we detail how you can use Gobot in a 

systematic way to boost your sales.



Given all the moving variables, most companies simply don’t get 
support right. This is because providing consistently great support 
in a 24/7 world is a real challenge.

Harris Interactive found that 75% of customers believe it takes too 
long to reach an agent.3 Wait times are especially frustrating for 
customers! We’ve all experienced it!

With that said, customer support has come a long way in the past 5 
years. See our ebook here detailing how to use a helpbot for 
customer support to compliment your live agents. 

What remains in the stone ages, even today, is online shopper 
support.  And this explains the abysmal average store conversion 
rate we see in eCommerce hovering in the 2-4% range.4 A big part 
of the problem is that most stores don’t distinguish between 
customer support and shopper support.

https://www.getgobot.com/automate-support-ebook-opt-in


They use support tools designed for the customer support space, 
and largely leave shoppers to fend for themselves when they arrive 
on their sites.

This is a huge mistake given that 83% of shoppers require some 
form of support before making a purchase.5

Plus, customers looking for assistance with their purchases and/or 
returns have very different needs than shoppers browsing your 
online store.  Customer support agents are trained to deal with 
common issues customers have with their purchases.  For example, 
customer support agents regularly handle and advise customers as 
to product returns, exchanges, etc.  In stark contrast, shoppers 
want help finding the right products and they want any 
uncertainties as to the products and services they are considering 
addressed quickly, 24/7.  Gobot is the first conversational tool 
specifically designed to automate shopper support.



Why the startling low 
conversion rates? Let’s take a 

further step back to understand 
the problem...

The key reasons for abandoning online purchases are unexpected 
delivery costs (70%) and lack of information about the product, 
service or delivery (56%). 

Other reasons for abandonment are connected to customer 
service, such as wanting to ask a question/ not finding the answer 
(37%) and difficulty of getting any help on the website (30%).6

The above numbers seem huge but they’re easy to understand 
when you step back and take a bird’s eye view of what’s going on.

After implementing chatbots on thousands of eCommerce stores 
looking to automate customer support, it became clear to us at 
Gobot that it was actually shopper support or “guided selling” 
online that needed to be addressed.



Picture a shopper walking into a brick n’ mortar store (full of 
packed shelves stacked floor to ceiling) without any sales 
representatives.

There’s a phone on the wall that shoppers can use to call for 
help (and a long line of people waiting to use it).  There’s also a 
big book with tons of information in the back corner of the store 
where a shopper can look for answers to his or her questions.

Sounds ridiculous but this is the equivalent of what online 
stores today make available to shoppers.



The big book in the back corner of the store is the FAQ page and 
the phone with the long line is the live chat widget or phone 
customer support line, which is usually only available part of the 
day (and, frequently, not while you’re shopping).

With the above image in mind, you’re probably surprised the 
conversion numbers for online stores aren’t even worse, right?

Given how easy it is to jump to another site, many online shoppers 
abandon ship rather than pick up a phone, deal with a line or read 
through a thick FAQ book.  Others just run out of time and leave 
with the intent of coming back - but never do.

Contrast this situation to a successful brick n’ mortar retail store 
with knowledgeable, experienced and charismatic sales people.  
They know just when to appear and offer help. They stick with you 
to help you find exactly what you need (and often more), and they 
make sure that you buy something before you leave!

So, this brings us to the question-of-the-day: Why are 
so many stores laser focused on providing a 

consultative, conversational, and guided selling 
experience in-store, but then rely on customers to 
independently find the right products and answers 

to their questions online?



Successful physical stores have made serious investments 
training their in-store teams so as to assure the best store 
experience for their customers. Why do so many rely on 
customers working it out themselves online?

It’s because of the limited tools available historically designed 
specifically to provide shopper support. 

There is a clear and obvious problem with today’s support 
options - they’re not designed for shoppers! 

Further, there is a clear connection between this lack of 
shopper support and e-Commerce’s low conversion rate and 
high abandonment rate.



Let’s take a closer look at the support that is 
typically made available online…

Online stores today typically offer one or all of the following 
support options: email support, FAQs, live chat, and telephone 
support.

These support mechanisms are certainly useful but they are all 
lacking in that they require the shopper to proactively seek 
support and work unnecessarily hard to get their questions 
answered.  This is at least partially because these solutions 
were originally designed for customer support not shopper 
support.

Let’s deal with the limitations of each traditional support offering 
below:

Email Support

The problem with email support is that it is not real time.  By the 
time your agents can respond, your potential customer has left 
your online store and is long gone.



Using email for customer support is a completely different story.  
Your customer is, to some extent (other than returns), already 
locked in and can wait a couple of hours/days on your email 
response.  You can’t risk that delay with shoppers about to 
leave your store!

FAQs

The problem with FAQs is that it is often challenging for 
shoppers to find an FAQ that covers what they’re looking for.  
Ironically, this is especially the situation when you’ve gone out 
of your way to add hundreds of FAQs to your help page to 
make sure that you address every possible shopper uncertainty.

The more information included in your FAQ page, and the larger 
the number of FAQs you address, the harder you make it for 
shoppers to find any individual FAQ! Plus, keyword searching of 
FAQs is often not fruitful because it doesn’t allow for natural 
language queries.

For example, say your customer is wondering whether any of 
your store’s woven hats are made in Nigeria.  They conduct a 
keyword search on your FAQ page, typing “Nigeria” in your 
store’s search field, and get zero results.



In contrast, and as detailed further below, Gobot’s chatbot using 
natural language allows shoppers to ask questions in plain 
language and the bot will return the best possible response 
even if it doesn’t contain the exact keyword the shopper has in 
mind.

For example, the customer may ask “Are any of your woven 
hats made in Nigeria?” and the bot may return a help article 
entitled “Our hats are all made in Africa, click here for more 
details.” In this case, the bot understood that the shopper might 
be interested in this article because Nigeria is located in Africa 
even though the article title doesn’t directly include the exact 
keyword that the shopper might have chosen.

In summary, and as illustrated above, a well populated FAQ 
page can be intimidating, and often makes it harder to find what 
shoppers are looking for!



Live chat

The problem with live chat is multifold. First, most stores don’t 
man their live chat 24/7.  Second, agents are often trained to 
address customer support issues (e.g., how do I process a 
return?), nothing else.  They typically have no training or 
experience helping a shopper find the right product.

Phone Support

The problem with phone support is that it is old school. Most 
people are used to instantaneous messaging.  Today’s 
shoppers don’t want to bother calling support, which often 
entails waiting to be routed to the right department and then 
waiting even more in queue!  

In fact, the younger generation is actually averse to picking up 
the phone - they are much more comfortable with messaging.7 

The fact is that none of these customer support solutions were 
designed for shoppers.



Gobot was designed with shoppers in mind!

Gobot was designed to boost your store’s conversion rate by 
taking shopper support to the next level.

Gobot is: 

• Proactive & Smart - it knows the critical junctures in the 
shopping journey to appear to the shopper before 
frustration sets in and abandonment becomes unavoidable 

• Natural language - it understands shoppers’ questions 
avoiding the need for shoppers to study your entire FAQ 
collection 

• Automatic and always on for everyone - it doesn’t require 
a live agent (but can hand-off to one), runs 24/7 and is 
multilingual

After studying thousands of eCommerce stores, we discovered 
that there are certain critical shopping junctures where 
shoppers fall off. Gobot was designed to boost conversions by 
proactively offering shopper assistance and motivating 
incentives during these key junctures.  We discuss each of 
these critical shopping junctures below.



The critical shopping junctures…





When shoppers arrive on your site they need to be able to find 
what they’re looking for quickly, or you risk losing them.  Here 
you can leverage Gobot’s guided selling functionality to literally 
guide shoppers to the right product.

Part of the guided sales adventure is sometimes referred to as 
“conversational search” because the shopper is engaging in a 
conversation online, e.g., with a website virtual 
assistant/chatbot, to get search results rather than browsing or 
typing keywords in a store’s search field.  We already discussed 
the limitations of keyword searching above.

In the above example, a shopper arrives on a camera store site 
with a huge inventory.  Intimated, and about to leave, the 
shopper is engaged by a welcoming chatbot that offers to help 
the shopper find the perfect camera.



Conversational search addresses the choice overload and 
decision fatigue shoppers experience when presented with too 
many product choices or with technically complex product 
choices.

Take also the example of buying a new bicycle. You’d think that 
buying a new bike would be, well, as easy as riding a bike. 

Not the case, the process is actually rather complex. 

Do you need shocks? 10 or 16 or 24 gears? What’s the real 
difference between a bike at $300 versus one at $3,000?  Can 
it be upgraded to add an electric motor? How about a helmet, a 
basket, and perhaps some flashing lights for that bike?



The goal of guided selling is always the same - to guide 
shoppers to products recommended just for them, for example, 
based on expressed preferences and answers to questions and 
leveraging shopping data gathered from all of your customers.

https://gobot-1.wistia.com/medias/q3apekfgyt


Leverage Gobot to proactively and automatically engage 
shoppers when they arrive on your site and offer to help them 
find what they’re looking - this is a key pillar to the Gobot 
shopper support approach.  See Gobot’s ebook on guided 
selling and conversational search here.

With that said, shopper support doesn’t end at the first product 
recommendation - that’s just the beginning! You’ll also definitely 
want to proactively address shoppers when they interact with 
their carts - read on.

On add to cart and close of cart

You can set up your Gobot chat window to proactively expand 
and address your shopper whenever a product is added to cart 
and/or when your shopper closes his or her cart.

When a product is added to cart, it is certainly not a given that 
your shopper will actually make it to check out.  In fact, only 
2-4% of all visitors typically convert, which is significantly less 
than the 8-11% of shoppers that add-to-cart.8  As you can 
imagine, it’s even more precarious when your shopper closes 
his or her cart.

At these critical shopping junctures, it is key that you have a 
chatbot on autopilot triggered to appear and offer to answer 
any questions, and perhaps even share a time sensitive 
discount. As eCommerce entrepreneurs we create our own 
destiny, right?

https://www.getgobot.com/guided-selling-for-ecommerce










After all, the average cart abandonment rate is 67.91%, meaning 
that for every 100 potential customers, between 60 and 80 will 
leave without purchasing anything.9

Existing cart abandonment tools leveraging, e.g., email, 
Messenger, etc., all focus on bringing back shoppers that have 
already left your site. 

In stark contrast, Gobot’s shopper support solution targets 
shoppers interacting with their carts before they leave and 
contribute to your abandoned cart statistics.

Offer assistance and just be there for shoppers after they add 
to cart…

Given the high abandonment rates, we believe that any time a 
product is added to cart or a cart is closed deserves special 
attention. 

For this reason, Gobot is designed to interact with your 
shoppers at these junctures and offer assistance and/or 
discounts - all to make sure you seal the deal and avoid 
abandonment.  

Of note, and as detailed further below, Gobot is also designed 
to offer upsells and cross-sells when products are added to 
cart.



See, for example, the cart abandonment example below:

Upsell and cross-sell when product is added to cart….

Upselling and cross-selling is a key part of the shopper support 
adventure. When a product is added to cart you have your 
shopper’s focused attention, no doubt.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dMwX95GzVTk&feature=youtu.be


Now is the time to make sure that they arrived at just the right 
product, that you maximize average order value, and most 
importantly, that they move forward with their purchase!

As detailed above, an unusually large number of shoppers drop 
when you least expect them to - after already having added 
product to cart.  

Use this window of heightened shopper attention to offer 
assistance, and even throw in a limited time discount to make 
sure that your shopper actually pulls the trigger.

You should also use your chatbot to increase your store’s 
average order value by presenting more expensive alternatives 
to product added to cart (upsells - e.g., a gold version of that 
silver ring added to cart) and/or by presenting compliments to 
product added to cart (cross-sells - e.g. a helmet for that bike).

Remaining proactive in your chatbot outreach whenever 
shoppers are interacting with their carts will prove to be a very 
effective technique for boosting conversions and reducing 
abandonments.  

Gobot was designed to put this outreach on autopilot, 24/7!







Offer a discount when shoppers are about to leave

When a shopper closes his cart this is a sign that he or she 
might be heading out, for sure.  Even more problematic is when 
your shopper’s cursor/finger moves outside of your store 
window towards the x/back button!  Even at this stage it is not 
too late for you to intervene and take control back in your 
hands.

Gobot is designed to proactively appear in such a scenario.  
Use this last ditch attempt to draw your shopper back.  For 
example, offer a time sensitive discount and to answer any 
questions your shopper hasn’t been able to address.

https://screencast-o-matic.com/watch/cYVQY4v4v6


On search

When a shopper is already clearly looking for help, your risk of 
abandonment goes up dramatically. Allowing your shoppers to 
stumble around your FAQ page or spend time linking up with 
your live chat agent during this high risk period is literally asking 
for it.  When shoppers send up the red flare you need to be 
there for them.

When shoppers are on your FAQ page

When shoppers are on your FAQ page they are clearly looking 
for an answer to an open question. Rather than test fate, and 
your shopper’s patience, have your chatbot proactively appear 
and offer to address any open questions whenever your 
shoppers arrive on your store’s FAQ page.



This approach is faster, easier, and allows your shopper to type 
his or her query in natural language.

Gobot is here for you

Leading with automation based on real eCommerce experience 
will boost sales, enable optimal efficiency, while also improving 
customer satisfaction. 

Chatbots have moved from an esoteric tech curiosity to an 
absolute must have for all stores serious about boosting 
conversions. Chatbots initially fell from grace because they 
attempted to do too much, and no one likes a bot that pretends 
to be a human. Since then task oriented chatbots have well 
established their utility in the eCommerce space.

Chatbots are affordable, and they scale to handle many of your 
customer interactions.  Their revenue impact is real. 

Chatbots minimize both customer abandonment and agent 
churn.  They have become a critical part of the shopper support 
journey, boosting sales like nothing else. Chatbots rightfully 
belong at the very front of your marketing strategy!

Drive revenue

It’s not hard to see how a chatbot that works 24/7 and can fully 
address over 50% of queries will reduce costs.



What’s less obvious is how a chatbot can boost sales. Placing 
well thought out and time tested cross-sell and upsell offers on 
autopilot will make all the difference! Plus, a proactive chatbot 
offering a discount or assistance, so as to address any lingering 
uncertainties whenever a customer closes his or her cart will 
dramatically reduce cart abandonment. Gobot was designed to 
transform chatbots, previously relied on for pure support, to 
high performing virtual sales agents!

Deliver smart recommendations & superior customer 
experience

Leverage all of your shopper data to automatically present 
product recommendations to your customers related to 
whatever products they have expressed interest in while 
browsing on your store.

Giants like Amazon are increasing customer expectations and 
automation is becoming a must-have to remain competitive.  
However, it is not just about having a chatbot, it’s about having 
the right chatbot. Gobot chatbots are smart and proactive in 
their engagement. They deliver a personalized experience that 
leave customers satisfied because they help them find what 
their looking for, fast. That’s the goal, right?

Proactively address open questions before customers leave 
your store

It is critical that your chatbot is there for your customers before 
they leave your store and you lose your sale!



Make sure your chatbot knows exactly when to proactively offer 
assistance or an incentive. Be there when they close their carts 
to avoid abandonment.  Be there when customers add product 
to cart to increase average order value and, importantly, to 
make sure they don’t change their minds.

Chatbots respond instantaneously and run 24/7

Natural language processing allows chatbots to understand 
customer queries even when expressed multiple different ways.  
Machine learning and AI allows chatbots to improve over time.  
When queries require human assistance, chatbots can still save 
your sale by routing customers to just the right agent.

Gobot’s Whiteglove Managed Plan

Gobot provides full bot setup, management, and bot 
optimization on an ongoing basis - our white glove service.

While we will be with you along the entire journey, rest assured 
that your team will have full unfettered access to the 
easy-to-learn Gobot platform so you can modify your bots and 
knowledge base on the fly as desired.

We will also set up available Gobot integrations with your 
existing stack and address any customization work unique to 
your organization.  We will make sure that your bot both works 
great and looks great!



Companies and organizations leverage Gobot’s managed plan 
differently. Companies that have chatbot focused teams utilize 
our managed plan to support them and make them look great! 
Companies without internal resources leverage our managed 
plan to completely manage their chatbot support needs. 

Whatever your needs, we’re happy to help! 

Click here to schedule a demo.

https://calendly.com/gobot/15min


Let’s Get Started

We help Shopify stores increase sales, 
conversions, and retention with our 

proprietary AI chatbot solution

GET A DEMO

Whiteglove 
Managed Plan

https://calendly.com/gobot/15min
https://calendly.com/gobot/15min
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Headquartered in New Jersey, Gobot enables organizations 
located everywhere on the globe, such as the Los Angeles 
Sheriff’s Department, to put automation and AI at the front end of 
their customer service strategy, thereby freeing live support agents 
to have greater impact. 

Visit us at getgobot.com
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